Future Sancar Turkish Cultural & Community Center (STCCC)
– A project of the Aziz & Gwen Sancar Foundation

STCCC Logo Competition
The Board of Directors of the Aziz and Gwen Sancar (AGS) Foundation announce a competition for a
logo representing the mission of its Sancar Turkish Cultural and Community Center (STCCC).
Currently under construction in Chapel Hill, North Carolina in the United States, the Center will
provide a venue for celebration of Turkish cultural events as well as focus on educational and cultural
activities that promote closer ties between the United States and Turkey. When fully completed the
center will encompass two structures. A building housing meeting and office space along with a
library and areas for community activities is to be the focal point of the site, which fronts on the main
street through the town. A residence for visiting scholars and students associated with the nearby
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and with Duke University, North Carolina State University,
and other distinguished institutions in the Research Triangle area, also is a central part of the plan.
Details about the Center can be found at www.sancar.org.
Individuals and organizations are invited to submit entries in a contest for a logo that is creative and
original and conveys the center’s purposes in a concise and impactful way. The contest winner will be
awarded a $1000 prize and recognized on the Foundation’s web site and in other venues. Guidelines
for submissions and rules of entry are as follows.

Contest Rules
Submissions will be considered for use as a logo on Sancar Turkish Cultural and Community Center
documentation, identification, and publicity materials, with the winning entry becoming the property of
the AGS Foundation.
Entrants agree to convey to the AGS Foundation all rights of usage including those for print, digital,
and other media, should their submission be selected as the winner. A signed entry letter confirming
transfer of copyright ownership to the Foundation will be required.
Entries in the contest can be submitted in JPEG, PSD or PDF Formats and sent to
logocontest@sancar.org by the end of the day on May 12, 2019. A committee to be named by the
AGS Foundation will select three finalists for consideration by its Board of Directors, who will
determine the winner. The decision of the board will be final.
Entries should convey the mission of the Sancar Turkish Cultural and Community Center and focus
on its multifaceted purposes rather than on individuals, including the Foundation’s namesake.
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